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Whispers of a powerful artifact
hidden in the tomb of disgraced
alchemist Klor Prügl, has brought
you to this lonesome site.

Silver, power, curiosity?One of
these has drawn you here, and likely
other would-be grave-robbers.

A
Ring of obelisks, surrounded by
graves. Marks the rumored final
resting site of Klor Prügl. A large
hole has been dug at the center
of themassive shards of basalt.
The shaft drops away into the
darkness. Climbing down requires
a DR12 Agility test. Failure results
in a fall, d6 damage. Lower the DR
by -2 for each piece of climbing
gear used.

B
Shallow pool of fetidwater.
Rotting chunks of flesh from
nearby graves float about.
Dim light from the shaft above
reflects off the water, revealing
two narrow tunnels at the cavern’s
edges. Both require a climb up
steep steps.

c
Hastily dug-out cavern. Engulfed
in darkness. Ends at a stonewall,
heavily scarred from an aborted
attempt at penetration.
Exploring the side chamber
reveals tools used for digging and
d4 Bundles of dynamite (4d4
damage, exploding dice). Lighting
any fires may cause an explosion.
Roll a d20, on a 1, all dynamite
explodes causing max damage.
The ground near the wall is
unstable and might collapse.
Attempting to breach the wall
causes a cave-in. Test Agility DR12
to avoid being buried. Anyone
failing has three rounds to test
StrengthDR14 or suffocate. Each
person helping reduces the DR -2.

D
Natural cavern. Filledwith smoke
from a raging campfire. Two
scvm recline against the farwall.
Two grave-robbers (Scum, MÖRK
BORG 59). Roll reaction. They
might be willing to join forces for
the right price.

E
Pitch black cave. Litteredwith
bones. Smells like a fresh grave.
In the dark recesses, a group of
ragged and filthy beasts gnaw on
the bones of corpses pulled from a
nearby tomb. d3+1 Ghouls (2hp, d4
claw attack, d6 bite & infection).

F
Dug out cavity. Slickwithmud. A
tapered hole burrows through
the stone to thewest.
Getting here requires a long crawl
through a spider-filled tunnel.
Tiny arachnids, by the thousands,
fill the tunnel. Everyone rolls a d6
and consults the following table.
1 Swarmed by spiders. Suffer d2
damage from bites.
2 Caught in the web. Lose one
item at random.
3 Unnerved, next Presence test
at -4 to your roll.
4 Covered in spiders, distracts
an enemy for d2 rounds.
5 Inhale several spiders. Same
effect as Spider-Owl Soup
(MÖRK BORG 56).
6 Allergic reaction—swollen
and tender. Next failed defense
test causes you to burst, dealing
d8 damage to everyone nearby.

G
Grand hall. Marble floors and
massive columns. Eerie silence
presses down on you. Stinks of
sweat and regret.
Speaking in this room will cause
teeth and fingernails to turn black.
Singing makes them fall out. -2 to
reaction rolls.

H
Ornate chamber. Dried blood
coats the floor. Three huge,
terrifying statues standwatch.
Atop a pedestal at the center, a
Black Disk (400s) gleams.
Touching the disk causes the
statues to animate. Living Stone
(12hp; -d6 to edged weapons, blunt
weapons +1 to damage; d8 punch).
Moving the pedestal reveals a
secret compartment with 200s.
Holding the Black Disk requires a
DR12 Presence test. Failing causes
body and soul to separate (omens
set to zero). The Disk will allow
one random unclean power to be
successfully cast without a roll, d3
times before disintegrating.
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